NHS Leicester Bread Clubs Project: Project Report
Michelle Stratford: Founder, Planet Leicester Bakers
Rob Melling: Head of Community Development, Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust

'Bake & Chat'

This report details the delivery and outcomes of the successful NHS Leicester Bread Clubs
project; a collaboration between Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust and local micro
bread business, Planet Leicester Bakers. Funded by Leicester City Council’s Time to
Change initiative, the project has demonstrated the potential of bread making as a
positive activity for use within mental health and well-being settings, social groups and
initiatives. By engaging, training, and supporting NHS volunteers (NHS staff and non-NHS
staff) to deliver the activity the project has sought sustainability over the long term.
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Project background and resources:
Planet Leicester Bakers (PLB) and Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust (LPT) were seeking to work in
partnership to create and trial a new project, using bread making to benefit health, specifically mental
health and well-being. Funding was secured by PLB from Leicester City Council’s Time to Change fund
(£1,500). It was an opportunity to kick-start the Leicester Bread Clubs initiative that PLB had proposed in
the December 2017 edition of their newsletter, Planet Leicester News. By working in partnership with
LPT the Leicester Bread Clubs concept would be given a strong foundation and hopefully lead to other
clubs developing around the city and county. The planned mental health focus and aims of the LPT clubs
would fit well within the Time to Change initiative.
The primary costs met by the funding were: training and support time from PLB; kitchen and adjacent
meeting room hire; resources such as ingredients, printing, transport.
LPT also committed to providing staff time and resources as in kind contributions to the project delivery
and management. Marketing, including the design of a logo for the Leicester Bread Clubs initiative, was
contributed by LPT and a range of social media activity also took place, delivered by LPT and PLB. In the
course of the project LPT decided to allocate funds to create three ‘bread kits’ that would be held by
them for NHS volunteers to use into the future in bread making ‘Bake & Chat’ sessions. Each wellresearched kit meets the needs of a group session of up to eight bread bakers and cost £158 per kit.
PLB also contributed additional planning and support time, bread kit research and purchasing time and
end of project report writing as in kind contributions.

Leicester Bread Clubs (LBC): the Planet Leicester Bakers vision:

Leicester Bread Clubs was first promoted in Planet Leicester News
Leicester Bread Clubs as a concept aims to encourage local domestic bread bakers to introduce bread
making as an activity in conjunction with other activities in their local communities. The bread making
process contains a lot of time which can be used for other things. By combining it with other activities
(eg walking, reading, yoga, music, chatting) it will hopefully raise awareness of, confidence and
engagement in a real, slow food activity – thereby encouraging people to move away from ultraprocessed food as well as doing something that can itself be beneficial for mental and physical health.

Aims of the NHS Leicester Bread Clubs project:
The project aimed to use bread making as an activity to create safe, relaxed spaces to bring people
together and benefit from the time in the bread making process. The project would train existing (and
some new) NHS volunteers to be able to use basic bread making as an activity in various settings with
local people who may be facing challenges to their mental health and wellbeing and/or those accessing
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community groups that sought to reduce the risk of poor mental wellbeing (for example by reducing
loneliness or anxiety). The bread making sessions would be places where people would:








Feel at ease
Meet new people in a safe space
Talk, if they wished, about how things were going for them and any challenges affecting their
health (and be signposted to further services if necessary)
Try a new activity that was beneficial for their mental and physical wellbeing
Get talking about food, ultra-processed bread and food, and the impact of diet on mental and
physical wellbeing
Go away feeling that they had achieved something positive
Possibly be equipped to have a new food activity to do at home that was relaxing and rewarding

Practical organisation:


The project initially utilised bread training equipment owned by Planet Leicester Bakers and
other resources supplied by LPT. Bread kits when built were used for the Bake & Chat sessions.



Community kitchen spaces were hired with adjacent rooms for break out and further training
purposes. PLB visited unfamiliar venues to ensure suitability.



A diverse range of local charities and organisations, for example via consortium Reaching People,
were offered the opportunity of Bake & Chat sessions. Local HIV charity LASS was also offered a
place on the volunteer training but unfortunately the invited volunteer became unavailable.



Planet Leicester Bakers drafted an initial media release (see page 15) and LPT’s communications
team managed media interest. LPT produced a leaflet to advertise the project and a logo for
local Leicester Bread Clubs initiatives. Both partners engaged fully in social media activity.
Whenever possible and practical credit was given to Leicester Time to Change funding.
Example of LPT volunteer advert:

PLB social media notice:

Media coverage included:
Mention on the morning show on BBC Radio Leicester
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BBC online coverage: https://bbc.in/2I4hx47
DMU featured the project in their Leicestershire Press outlet:
https://leicestershirepress.com/2018/02/14/leicester-baker-aims-to-fix-mental-health-issuesone-bread-at-a-time/
A selection of Twitter activity: https://twitter.com/i/moments/954675332417839104
Featured on Planet Leicester Bakers website:
http://www.planetleicesterbakers.co.uk/news/leicester-bread-clubs-benefit-mental-health/


Volunteers were managed by the LPT volunteers manager.



Refreshments included fresh fruit, tea, coffee and fruit juice. Initially the aim was to eat bread
baked in the session over tea. However, this was found to add pressure and time to the sessions.
Therefore a simpler approach was taken, mostly baking simple cobs for people to take home. It is
possible if groups bake regularly and confidence grows then other breads could be produced.

Phases/structure of the project:
The project consisted of two phases:
Phase 1: training volunteers in bread making and conversation management
Phase 2: supporting volunteers to deliver ‘Bake & Chat’ bread making sessions with groups
The trainers from LPT and PLB both fully reflected on and adjusted sessions accordingly so that the
training and Bake & Chat sessions were developed through the life of the project.
An additional feature of the volunteers’ training was the presentation of certificates, confirming that
they were ‘Silver Star Planet Leicester Bakers’, under the project banner. PLB uses a system of silver and
gold stars to encourage sharing of bread making skills. Once volunteers have been involved in delivering
Bake & Chat sessions they will receive Gold Star certificates and unique PLB lapel badges.
CHANGE TO SESSION NUMBERS
Originally the plan was to deliver two volunteer training sessions and six follow-on sessions. However,
after session two of the volunteer training it was decided that an additional volunteer training session
would replace two of the follow-on sessions
RATIONALE FOR THE CHANGE:
Demand: there was enough interest in the project and its potential to train up further volunteers that
would provide LPT with a solid bank of volunteers to continue running the project. It was also the case
that all training sessions experienced last minute cancellations by individuals and therefore the numbers
of volunteers trained in the sessions was not as great as hoped. A third session would enable the project
to slightly exceed the target of 12 volunteers trained.
Fall-off: As with all volunteer reliant initiatives the project would be at risk from volunteers leaving for
various reasons or not being able to help further with the delivery. It was therefore considered a priority
by the project partners to train as many volunteers as possible. The LPT commitment to maintaining the
initiative would mean volunteers that came through the start-up project would, it is hoped, be able to
support new volunteers. Training in bread making of the LPT project manager was an additional asset.
*************************************************************************************
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PHASE 1: Volunteer training sessions
 Session 1: New Parks library
Overview: 5 volunteers were trained in basic bread making and managing conversations within a group.
Structure: The session started with an introduction from Rob Melling about Time to Change. Dough had
been ready-made and proved for shaping by the participants and they also made their own doughs. It
was quite a packed session and more bread was made in this one than following sessions. The
volunteers thoroughly enjoyed it despite its packed nature.
Participants’ feedback:
‘Enjoyed this very much, such an easy project to do and listening to people telling me interesting things.
Had such fun.’
‘Excellent training, get together to share ideas and bake
bread, and have a conversation re mental health. Looking
forward to sharing the knowledge with family and friends.
Good to meet others in a safe environment.’

4 of the 5 first NHS bread baking volunteers

‘Very enjoyable session with nice people.’
‘I enjoyed the bread making and training. I met lovely
people, everyone is nice, lovely to talk to. I had a great
time. I enjoyed it, thank you.’
‘Brilliant’

Trainer reflections: The trainers felt they had tried to pack too much into the 4 hours. It was the first
session and very much an opportunity to try things out and then adjust. The volunteers were however
all very positive and enjoyed all aspects, getting a lot out of the conversation management discussion.
One volunteer helped to lead the Age UK Belgrave Bake & Chat session and another the E2 session.

 Session 2: Elizabeth Park Sport and Community Centre, Thurmaston
Overview: 4 volunteers were trained in basic bread making and managing conversations within a group.
Structure: The bread making was kept to a much simpler format with added emphasis on the aim of
using it as an activity rather than ‘training’ people in bread making. Less technical information was
shared in order to reduce pressure on people to become ‘experts’ in bread making. The group first of all
shaped rolls using a dough ready-made by the trainer, to bake
to have with tea during the tea break. They then mixed dough
together before breaking away for discussion about the
management of the sessions and conversation.
The group was visited by a BBC online journalist who recorded
interviews with a couple of the volunteers.

Volunteer baker Malcolm is
interviewed by the BBC
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Participants’ feedback (one did not complete a form):
Well-paced and organised with space for the practical and
for discussion. Really interesting idea, thank you.’
‘Enjoyable session, good pace.’
‘It’s been fantastic, thank you.’
Developing shaping techniques
Trainer reflections: The session benefitted from the adjustments, and this was reflected in the
feedback. A simpler, more relaxed session which was less intense. One volunteer is very keen and
helped to deliver two of the follow on Bake & Chat sessions, as well as the first session outside the
funded project. Another consequently led the session at the Crisis House and a third has been in touch
explaining she wants to be kept informed and hopes to be more involved in the year when personal
circumstances change.

 Session 3: Elizabeth Park Sport and Community Centre, Thurmaston
Overview: 4 volunteers, including a medical student, were trained in basic bread making discussed
managing conversations within a group.
Structure: This came after the first Bake & Chat session
had been held and again the trainer further simplified
the bread making aspect. No dough was made
beforehand so that volunteers did not feel the need to
do that for their Bake & Chat sessions. Emphasis again
was placed on the activity aspect of the bread making
to try and ensure volunteers didn’t feel they needed to
engage as a trainer with people, but as someone
baking with them, spending time together and
chatting.

Participants’ feedback (one had to leave early for an
appointment):
‘Very informative session. Presented by Michelle in a
very friendly and professional manner. Looking forward
to trying this when back home. Rob was a great copresenter, making everyone feel very relaxed and
comfortable. Thank you both very much.’
‘Very well organised in a small group setting. ’
‘It was a very good course. Michelle was very helpful
throughout the course. Rob was most helpful, I really
enjoyed the course.’
6

Trainer reflections: The most relaxed volunteer session. This possibly reduced expectations and
pressure on the volunteers (eg no dough pre-made and brought in). One volunteer helped to lead the
Age UK Belgrave session. One of the volunteers has volunteered for a session after the funded project
ends and another was only foiled by car trouble in joining the Crisis House group.

NHS Volunteer Diversity:
Total number of volunteers
trained
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Gender

Female – 8
Male - 5

Age

Ethnicity

21-30yrs – 1
31-40yrs – 2
41-50yrs – 4
51-60yrs – 3
61-70yrs -2
71-80yrs - 1

White British – 10
Indian – 1
Black African – 1
Black Caribbean -1

*************************************************************************************

PHASE 2: Supporting volunteers to deliver group ‘Bake & Chat’ bread making
activities
 Session 1: Elizabeth Park Sports and Community Centre, Thurmaston
The NHS LPT club sessions started with a group of 2
female participants, RK and JS, who volunteer Malcolm
knew from his work at young people’s charity Twenty
Twenty. The meet-up went well, led by volunteers
Malcolm and Hannah, supported by the PLB trainer
Michelle. The participants found it to be relaxed and
enjoyable, away from the usual stresses. Malcolm, the
lead volunteer, is probably the most experienced bread
baker of the volunteer team and consequently the
session had a strong ‘training’ feel about it.

Bake & Chat bakers shaping cobs.

There were chats around healthy eating generally but also stress and anxiety and how bread making and
the project can help with that. One woman chatted about her child and how proud she is of him. They
were very enthusiastic about the project.
Comments/feedback
RK comments:
Relaxed and informal
Got to take some bread home and taste some during the session
A great day!
I intend to bake with my young son and to aim for healthy eating, making bread at home
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JS comments:
A relaxed environment
Lots of knowledge
Made new friends
Was very satisfied with the day
Aim to bake at home, to teach my son, learn a new skill
JS also spoke about how such an environment eases her anxiety levels. She saw lots of possibilities for
using the skill in her own work with people (so looking forward to positive actions she could take away).
She has to take time off work with her anxiety but this sort of activity and the chance to meet new
people is positive and relaxing.

 Session 2: The Crisis House
The second follow on meet-up took place at the Crisis House near the General Hospital. Rob Melling
from LPT and Kirsti, a volunteer from NHS staff, led the session, supported by the PLB trainer. Another
volunteer was unable to attend due to car problems –
providing an example of the practical challenges of delivery.
There were a number of current residents and two women
chose to take part. However, it did initiate interest from
other residents who came to see what was happening. One
in particular who was very tired and distressed when the
LPT team arrived came in later to see how things were going
and chatted about his cooking and bread making, which he
had done at home. It was a small window of opportunity to
Dough being shaped at the Crisis House
talk about something he obviously enjoyed doing.
The session went very well indeed. Rob and Kirsti’s approach meant it was laid back, relaxed and the
setting meant people could go away to have conversations with staff and go to their rooms during the
breaks. The bread making was very much an activity rather than a training session, which was just right
for the people and setting. The residents also stayed in the kitchen and chatted, talking about their work
and the circumstances that had led them to need to access the mental health services. One participant
fetched her art course sketch book and showed the PLB trainer her work, which she was very proud of.
They chatted about food and towards the end the two women were making plans to meet up socially
once they were back home.
Words such as ‘awesome’ and ‘brilliant’ were used to describe the activity. They were proud of their
bread and both aimed to make some once home. They took away the recipe sheets and really liked how
simple and clear the recipe was to follow. One woman asked if we would be coming back and hoped the
project would be there next time she was a resident.
The kitchen was an average size. Two volunteers is probably the maximum needed in the space. It has
an island counter which was nice to stand and work together at.
Comments:
Jade’s comments:
I’ve enjoyed the step by step experience of baking the rolls and loaves of bread.
I enjoyed watching and learning how the bread rises and watching it cook in the oven.
I would definitely bake these again at home x
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Jodie’s comments:
I really enjoyed the baking.
It was interesting watching the bread rise and learn about how to rise and knead the bread etc.
I found it really relaxing and loved every minute of it 

Written feedback from the residents

 Session 3: Age UK social group, Church of the Resurrection, Belgrave
The third follow on meet-up took place at in Belgrave, with an older
people’s group. 12 people had originally signed up for the session. On
the day 6 came to the session, which was led by 4 volunteers: Jitendra,
Patricia, Malcolm and Hannah. Jitendra is a volunteer with Age UK,
helping to run the weekly group meetings, and had worked hard at
promoting the session. For Jitendra and Patricia it was a first time at
leading a session. Michelle from PLB and Rob Melling from LPT
supported the session, with attendance from Nikky Miles of Age UK.
As with the Crisis House it was a relaxed but busy session, held in the
church hall with the kitchen adjacent to it. The emphasis aimed for was
again to use the bread making as an informal activity to allow for
conversation and spending time together, rather than as a
training/education session on making bread. There was time for
relaxed chat and refreshments.
The group, all women, very much enjoyed it and had ideas for further
activities they could try with the Volunteer Jitendra with women
group. One participant spoke
from the Age UK group
about the idea of creating a
community planting space in a
particular area of Belgrave where people appear lonely and
isolated. Some conversation covered food in general, trying to eat
healthier and the benefits of trying something new. Much of the
positive feel from the session centred around the bread making
bringing people together to spend time away from the pressures
and stresses of everyday life, and the benefits of trying something
new.
NHS volunteer baker Patricia
(far end) and group members
shape their cobs, helped by Michelle.
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Another participant spoke about the usual diet for local Asian Indian people – commenting that samosas
were particularly unhealthy – and how it would be good to develop other cooking skills and habits.
Sleep deprivation had badly affected one volunteer, which highlighted the potential management
challenges of holding group sessions involving those experiencing poorer physical and/or mental wellbeing and the need for this to be taken into account.
There were discussions about gluten free options, why gluten free bread may be heavier and less open
and about the differences between flours.
A participant shared how chapattis had changed over time and people now add things to them. It was
interesting to hear about the flour used and how different flours from pulses were increasingly used
nowadays. Participants enjoyed sharing knowledge from their cooking cultures with the volunteers from
diverse cultural backgrounds. The focus on sharing food was not just in the eating and cooking but also
the knowledge – and being able to do that was a positive experience for all.
Comments/feedback:
Nikky Miles, group leader from Age UK, emailed afterwards:
“Thanks again for a wonderful session. When I saw them on Thursday they were full of praise for the
session and how tasty the cobs were.”
NHS volunteer baker Hannah encountered comments on 'taking out day to day frustrations on the
dough' made with some amusement and smiles!

‘There were lots of smiles from the ladies, plus someone
mentioned feeling inspired to take out her bread making
equipment at home and trying again now that she knew
what she was doing. Plus, there was the lady who put
her dough in her metal tin to take home to rise and
bake; that was quite amusing!’
Hannah, NHS volunteer baker

NHS volunteer baker Malcolm
with an Age UK baker and their cobs

 Session 4: E2 older people’s group, Beaumont Lodge, Beaumont Leys
Two men and two women from this regular social group elected to take part in the bread making
session. Two volunteers, Brendan and Hannah, and Rob Melling from LPT, were supported in delivering
the session by PLB trainer Michelle.
The dough work was carried out in the hall as young people were cooking in the kitchen space. The oven
was later available to bake the cobs.
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It was a relaxed and enjoyable session. A retired Asian gentleman who had moved to Leicester from
London was keen to chat. The group he said was brilliant, like a family. He had formed strong
friendships, particularly with another man, John, who was also taking part in the baking. He talked a lot
about his love of Indian cooking, reciting recipes as we worked dough, and also reminisced about his
village in India and how beautiful it was. He shared family photos on his phone and very much enjoyed
the bread making. This positive conversation again demonstrated how bread making can provide a
relaxed, safe environment for people to engage, even with those they haven’t met before.
Comments/feedback:

Participants’ comments:
“We need more activities like this in the community, there’s not enough being offered to support small
local groups like us”
“Both of our husbands died within 10 days of each other, we help each other and as we live round the
corner we do lots together like coming to this group. I think loneliness is a terrible thing but you have to
get out and make an effort to see people.”
“We want to run a session in October with the others who are not here today and invite the young
people to join us” (NB* Young people who use the centre are on alternative educational support courses
and not in school/college)

Volunteers’ comments:
“I think I feel ready to run a session on my own now”
“I have arranged to come back in October”
*************************************************************************************

Project partners’ reflections
“People very much felt that this type of meaningful activity is a progression
from coffee groups as it encouraged and combined mindfulness, socialising,
learning and reflection whilst making something to be proud of and to enjoy
individually and with others.”
Rob Melling, LPT
REFLECTIONS FROM LEICESTERSHIRE PARTNERSHIP NHS TRUST:
The project has yielded a range of intended and unintended outcomes for individuals taking part, both
specifically as volunteers and as group members:

Positive impact on volunteers
 Increasing the confidence and skills of volunteers
All of the volunteers talked about being affected by mental health at some point in their lives and over
50% described themselves as either past or present users of mental health services. The bread baking
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training provided a place for people to develop bread baking skills and build confidence in interacting
and making connections with others. One volunteer has cared for his daughter who has a learning
disability single- handed for 30 years since his wife passed away. His reason for taking part and
volunteering was to aid his recovery after experiencing a mental health breakdown. He wanted to meet
people and find something that he could enjoy that would help him to stay well.
 Volunteers increasing bread baking knowledge and skills
For many volunteers the last time they baked bread, if at all, was either as a child with family or at
school. It was important that even though the project was not purely focused on baking that people felt
comfortable and able to manage and organise a baking activity in order to lead and have conversations
about mental health and well-being.

Positive impact on mental health and well-being for all
There were examples of the project having a benefit to all participants’ mental health and well-being in
different ways:
 Feelings of positivity
A young mum who participated in one of the sessions experiences regular low mood, depression and
anxiety. A few weeks after completing the session she experienced a low point and was signed off work.
What helped her get back on track was spending time making bread, which she could enjoy with her
son, and by posting pictures of her bread to Facebook she got lots of positive comments and
encouragement which helped her to feel better.
 Social cohesion and building social capital
The volunteers and people taking part in sessions were from
diverse backgrounds and cultures. The sessions brought people
together to learn, share their experiences and exchange
information. During the activities there were lots of exchanges of
local information for example regarding community groups and
activities; people also exchanged contact information to be able to
make a connection outside of the bread baking session. People
talked of community based ideas and projects that could be
created, not just about bread baking, that would bring benefit to
others living locally. Such as the idea of creating a community
The sessions brought people from
planting space in a particular area of Belgrave where people
diverse backgrounds together
appear lonely and isolated.
 Raising aspirations
At the Crisis House one of the individuals who took part described her love of caring for others,
particular older people and how she was unable to be employed as a carer due to her condition. Over
the course of the morning she made a decision to provide her information and contact details to be
passed on to the LPT volunteering team so that when she was feeling well and stable she could get
involved in helping others once again. Staff at the Crisis House reflected on the change of mood they
saw in her and the positive impact it had on the other guests.
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 Reducing loneliness and isolation
The bread baking activity provided a safe place for people to leave their homes and come to a space to
connect with other people. People reflected that just travelling to the session was a massive step
forward as it forced them to think, plan and commit to getting to the venue. People very much felt that
this type of meaningful activity is a progression from coffee groups as it encouraged and combined
mindfulness, socialising, learning and reflection whilst making something to be proud of and to enjoy
individually and with others.

REFLECTIONS FROM PLANET LEICESTER BAKERS:
The Bake & Chat sessions were without a doubt of great value. The action
of making bread is in itself therapeutic for many and can instil a sense of
pride in what has been made. Many of the individuals who took part talked
about the need for more activities like bread baking in communities that
bring people together to do something purposeful and interesting. People
reflected during Bake & Chat sessions of the importance of just getting out
of the house to reduce loneliness; they felt able to discuss openly the
impact their circumstances can have on maintaining good mental health.
Having a large pool of volunteers to call upon for sessions is helpful and
more than one volunteer per Bake & Chat session is necessary in order to
offer peer support and allow for last minute cancellations. Projects such as
this are reliant on people giving their time to support others. As has been
mentioned, many of the volunteers face their own mental health
challenges and therefore sometimes they may not feel able to attend. It is
also important to have a range of volunteers to match individuals
appropriately to different groups and settings.

NHS staff member Rob Melling
had hands-on involvement in
the baking too – a benefit for
the project going forward.
Getting the emphasis right – that the Bake & Chat sessions are not about training people but rather
doing an activity that has time for chilling and chatting – is important. The conversation management
part of the volunteers’ training also covered boundaries in conversations which was important – hence
the change from ‘Bake & Talk’ to ‘Bake & Chat’. A volunteer highlighted that both volunteers and
participants might be intimidated or overwhelmed by too much information and the purpose of the
sessions, to relax and chat in a positive way, may be lost.
It will often take more than one session with a group to get people chatting. These first four sessions
need to be built on in the different settings so that people can grow in confidence. That is why LPT’s
commitment with the bread kits is so welcome. Although the number of people reached via Bake &
Chat sessions fell short of the project target, it was felt the quality of the sessions with fewer people
allowing inclusive conversation was on reflection a positive, if not more important, outcome.
Keeping the sessions as informal and bureaucratically light is important. Although this might reduce the
statistical and administratively useful information available, it puts the needs of volunteers and
participants at the heart of the project, prioritising not adding pressure or worry through form filling etc.
Having such committed, hands-on involvement and belief in the potential of bread making for the
benefit of health from NHS staff such as Rob Melling, means there is understanding within the
organisation of what is involved in delivering the sessions and what is needed to continue the use of the
activity in the local NHS in the future.
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Future plans for Leicester Bread Clubs:
LEICESTERSHIRE PARTNERSHIP NHS TRUST:
There is a desire to continue delivery of the Leicester Bread Clubs. The challenge will be the ongoing
coordination, administration and support for volunteers as there is no allocated resource to maintain
and grow the project. It will be reliant on borrowed time from staff and finding places for bread baking
to become everyday business within Trust activity. Community sessions will take place as and when
volunteers are able to make contact with local groups who have access to kitchen and room space and a
budget for ingredients.


Volunteer sessions – a session has been planned in August 2018 for the volunteers to reconvene
together and discuss opportunities for growing the Leicester Bread Clubs. This will provide time
to check in with the volunteers as well as time to develop further baking skills. It will also be an
opportunity to celebrate the volunteers’ achievements and present certificates to those who
have shared their baking skills and knowledge during the project.



Recovery College – negotiations have started with the Recovery College to pilot a bread baking
course as part of the suite of courses it offers. This will be led by volunteers and supported by
the college infrastructure.



Bradgate Unit – sessions within the unit’s safe kitchen are in development for September 2018.
Volunteers will support inpatients who are working towards discharge to equip them with skills
to bake bread when they leave the ward.

This is a relatively inexpensive activity that provides a platform for building social networks and social
capital and creates space for conversation about health and well-being. Further benefits include
supporting people to increase confidence and motivation through volunteering. Some of the volunteers
were using the baking sessions as part of their own recovery and resilience journey. With a small
investment for coordination and administration it would allow the project to reach more local people.

PLANET LEICESTER BAKERS:
After this successful first initiative in creating NHS based bread clubs, Planet Leicester Bakers will
continue to seek opportunities to create Leicester Bread Clubs around Leicester and Leicestershire.
These will be with the broad objective of benefitting people’s well-being as well as promoting slower
food and social cohesion. Two training dates are already in the diary for later this summer with groups in
Evington and Castle Donington.
*************************************************************************************
NOTES:
All photos owned and supplied by Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust and/or Planet Leicester Bakers and used
with participants’ permission.
Further information on the project and Leicester Bread Clubs can be found at www.planetleicesterbakers.co.uk or
by contacting:
Michelle Stratford: planetleicesterbakers@outlook.com
Rob Melling: Rob.Melling@leicspart.nhs.uk
Planet Leicester Bakers and Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust would like to thank all those who have supported
this project. Thanks go to Leicester City Council’s ‘Time to Change’ initiative for the funding and to all local charity
groups and organisations who have made the delivery of sessions possible. Thanks also to all NHS staff and
volunteers who have so enthusiastically embraced the idea of NHS Leicester Bread Clubs.
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MEDIA RELEASE
For immediate release:

Leicester Bread Clubs Launched to
Improve Mental Health in the City
Bread making for the benefit of mental health is coming to Leicester. Planet Leicester Bakers has secured funding
and teamed up with Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust (who provide community and mental health care) to
kick start a new Leicester Bread Clubs initiative in the city. Funded by Leicester City Council’s Time to Change
mental health initiative, these first Bread Clubs will train volunteers to bake bread and then use this lovely activity
with local people, some of who are supported by mental health services. The aim is to provide a relaxed, informal
and safe space to enable people to feel at ease so that they can talk about their feelings.
Hand-making bread has been found by many community bakers to be a positive and relaxing activity. It is even
used by some bread trainers in ‘breaditation’ mindfulness workshops.
Rob Melling, Head of Community Development at Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust, is delighted to introduce
bread making as an activity in their mental health services by setting up Leicester Bread Clubs with the help of
their volunteers:
“At the Trust we are always looking for new ways to help people improve their wellbeing – mental and
physical. Leicester Bread Clubs will bring to people the opportunity to learn and use a baking skill in a way
that helps others. Spending time in a safe space and a relaxed atmosphere will provide an opportunity
for people to talk about how they are feeling. Not only that, our volunteers and those using our mental
health services will get to grips with a baking skill they can use with their friends and families.”
Leicester City Council’s Time to Change campaign is funding Planet Leicester Bakers to train 12 NHS volunteers in
basic bread making. At the same time the volunteers will be trained in undertaking conversations with people
that encourage them to talk about their feelings. Planet Leicester Bakers will then support the volunteers in their
first baking sessions with people who use the NHS Trust’s mental health services. The vision is for the volunteers
to continue to use and promote bread making as a therapeutic and supportive activity in the NHS and other
community settings into the future.
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Michelle Stratford, Founder of Planet Leicester Bakers, explaining the idea behind the unique Leicester Bread
Clubs, said:
“An informal Leicester Bread Club is something people can get going with others in their communities,
with friends and families. If they come together with one or more people to do hobbies, sports or other
social or health activities together, baking bread is something they can do as well because of the spare
time in the bread making process. Walking groups, coffee morning gatherings, book clubs, film groups,
online gaming groups – anyone can add bread making to their regular get together! It’s relaxing and
great for de-stressing and is also a lovely way to get thinking about the food we eat and how we can find
more time for cooking and enjoying real food.”
If you would like to be trained as a volunteer on the new Time to Change, Leicester Bread Clubs scheme, please
contact volunteering@leicspart.nhs.uk
Ends.
NOTES TO EDITORS


For further information and interview requests please contact:
Kamy Basra, Head of Communications, Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust, Tel: 0116 295 0924, Email:
kamy.basra@leicspart.nhs.uk
Michelle Stratford, Founder, Planet
planetleicesterbakers@outlook.com
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Bakers,

Tel:

07816

178022;

Email:



Leicester Bread Clubs is a new initiative from Planet Leicester Bakers. Local people are being encouraged
to think about how they can use and introduce this ancient baking skill to others, their friends and
families, through setting up an informal Leicester Bread Club locally. For more information on Leicester
Bread Clubs and the work of Planet Leicester Bakers go to the latest newsletter at
http://www.planetleicesterbakers.co.uk/news/planet-leicester-news-3-now/



Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust: Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust (LPT) provides community
health, mental health and learning disabilities services for the one million people living in Leicester,
Leicestershire and Rutland. We have a budget in excess of £275 million and employ approximately 5,500
staff. For more information visit: www.leicspart.nhs.uk. Our registered charity is called Raising Health
(charity number 1057361). The charity fundraises to support excellent care initiatives, equipment and
innovations which go above and beyond core NHS provision to enhance the experience of our patients,
service users and staff. See www.raisinghealth.org.uk



Time to Change Leicester: Time to Change aims to end the stigma and discrimination faced by people with
mental health problems in our city. Go to www.leicester.gov.uk/health-and-social-care/publichealth/improve-your-health/mental-health/time-to-change/



Planet Leicester Bakers is part of the Bread Angels network. To find out about the network, bread and
mental health, go to http://www.virtuousbread.com/bread-and-conversation/improve-your-mentalhealth-by-baking-bread/
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